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The executions of innocent individuals by Khamenei and his regime continue.
Fall of humanity in Iran 

Hamburg , 28.01.2024, 12:27 Time

USPA NEWS - This situation is extremely terrifying. At a time when inflation is rising moment by moment in Iran, the value of the
country's currency is plummeting, people are becoming poorer, and the youth are more hopeless than ever. No young person has
hope for marriage, no young couple has any interest or hope for having children due to the fear of financial poverty and the dreadful
conditions of the country. When young people calculate and realize that they have to work continuously for 126 years to afford a small,
ordinary house with their current wages (which is impossible), it raises serious concerns.

The Khamenei regime is engaging in bizarre executions. Has Khamenei gone mad? What exactly does he want to prove to his people?
People who have no hope are being killed for his misguided policies, enduring horrifying sanctions, having no access to any
information, and living under dictatorial conditions.

Any individual who dares to voice the slightest protest is strangely killed, either through accidents, suicide, drug overdose, and even
more surprisingly, in their sleep! Isn't this a peculiar form of death? Why do they die exactly after expressing dissent about the state of
the country?

Khamenei and the terrorists under his command are pursuing what objectives?

The most dangerous individuals and groups in history have always been those who have embraced a ruthless and uncompromising
ideology. Throughout human history, such individuals have been detrimental, never benefiting humanity or any other countries.

Khamenei recently declared himself as God to promote his fanatical ideology. Clearly, this signifies a decline in his sanity. However,
there are few who fail to grasp this reality and strangely accept his delusional self-proclamation.

Will the Islamic Republic of Iran fall?

In my personal opinion, based on historical studies, the answer is yes :
I strongly believe that Khamenei still thinks he can strengthen his regime's stability through empty and ineffective displays of power.
However, he is well aware of several critical issues:

1. Widespread financial corruption among his associates.
2. Lack of legitimacy among 97% of the Iranian population, both inside and outside the country.
3. Ongoing demands for a fundamental regime change by the Iranian people, manifested in daily struggles. Though not always visible
due to suppression, expressions of dissent are evident on the walls with radical political slogans across Iran.
4. The harsh realities of executions based on dubious charges, causing public outrage and questioning the legitimacy of the regime's
actions.
5. The absence of international media freedom and denial of access to any official news outlets for global reporting. This has led brave
individuals in Iran to use social media platforms like Instagram, contact international networks, and share information. Subsequently,
these activists are swiftly arrested, tortured, and executed on charges such as betrayal and espionage.

Many other factors indicate the severe dissatisfaction of the Iranian people with their government. Even the happiest individuals in Iran
celebrate and express gratitude for attacks by major world powers such as the United States, Britain, and Europe on terrorist groups
like the Houthis in Yemen, Hashd al-Shaabi in Iraq, Hamas, and the IRGC terrorists. This clearly demonstrates that Iranians are
intensely and seriously opposed to the regime of the Ayatollahs.

In the past few years, the people of Iran have paid a high price in their struggle against Islamic religious tyranny and the corrupt rule of
Khamenei. According to unofficial and internal estimates, in the last five years alone, they have sacrificed over 7,000 lives in their
quest to liberate their country, Iran.



The only concerning aspect at present is that the corrupt Khamenei regime easily takes the lives of young people, children, women,
and men in Iran. The people of Iran are uncertain about the right path to freedom, but they are confident that no dictatorial regime can
maintain absolute power, and it will eventually collapse. History has repeatedly shown, in many similar cases, that totalitarian,
extremist, and irrational systems always fall, just as the fall of dictators has consistently occurred.

What should be done as help to Iranian People? 

This question is extremely important and critical.
As an ordinary individual, I cannot provide the ultimate answer, but what is clear is that citizens in democratic countries are deeply
frustrated with the Khamenei regime. They recognize that the corrupt and murderous regime of Khamenei is the primary culprit behind
all the baseless wars in the Middle East.

Various theories exist on how to eradicate the significant cancer named the Islamic Republic, under the leadership of Khamenei, in the
Middle East:
1. Maximum support for the people inside Iran:
- Extensive sanctions by major world powers such as the European Union, the United States, Canada, Great Britain, and India.

2. Closure of all Iranian embassies and consulates in G7 countries.
3. Complete severance of relations by major world powers with Iranian diplomats, establishment of an exile government outside Iran,
and negotiations recognizing this exiled government.
4. Ending through military attacks by powerful countries against all terrorist groups financially and militarily supported by the Islamic
Republic of Iran and Ali Khamenei. 

The last option is military intervention against Iran. It seems that both people inside and outside Iran are in favor of these options, as
their patience has reached its limits. However, some actions, such as expelling Iranian diplomats or listing the entire IRGC as a
terrorist organization in G7 countries, may not be feasible due to potential adverse reactions from the Iranian regime. Therefore, while
there is strong demand for an international coalition to militarily confront the Islamic Republic, it is essential to carefully consider the
consequences and choose the most rational and effective path for the sake of Iran and its people.
And one must make this decision rationally, without emotional impulses. However, one aspect should reassure the world countries: in
the event of any military attack on Iran, the people inside Iran will support it, and there will be no hesitation to cooperate for the
downfall of the regime by the coalition. This demand from the people of Iran is also evident in their political slogans, where they clearly
declare to Khamenei that they understand the Islamic Republic is exactly like the terrorists of ISIS. 

They insist on confronting this corrupt religious regime, just as they did with ISIS.

Do you recall when ISIS terrorists besieged many cities, and people in those cities did not rejoice until they saw American and
European fighter jets? They continue to express gratitude years later for the liberation of their cities and countries from the terrorist
government of ISIS through the kindness of larger nations.

Why not apply the same perspective to the Islamic Republic of Iran?

Everyone is aware that during this critical historical period, people worldwide advocate for peace, and all the citizens of the world are
profoundly tired of devastating wars like in Ukraine and terrorist activities such as those by groups like Hamas. A calm and weapon-
free world has become the collective aspiration of people globally.

Do you know what the people of Iran have expressed in domestic polls?

In various surveys, they have consistently stated that, from the moment the dictatorship of Khamenei falls, they wish to be indebted to
all major world powers. They aspire for their country to be part of NATO-supported nations, desire an independent military, and dislike
offensive weapons. They neither seek Iran to become a nuclear power nor wish for it to possess enriched uranium. They are weary of
the aggressive and hostile slogans of the Khamenei regime against respected countries like the United States and Israel.



The people inside Iran desire:
1. Continued love for peace.
2. Prosperity.
3. Progress.
4. Participation with all countries worldwide.
5. Building their own nation and seeking assistance from the best countries globally in this regard.
6. Having reputable international
7. peace
8. Freedom
9. Modern hospital
10. Secularism
11. Women rights
12. Reconstructing historical places dating back thousands of years, such as Pasargadae and Shiraz, and creating favorable
conditions for tourism in Iran are essential goals.
companies operate within Iran and collaborating with these major corporations.

It can be said unequivocally that the people of Iran simply desire a normal life, like all countries around the world.

So, for now, we must endure and believe that democratic and free governments, advocates of human rights, undoubtedly understand
that a free and internationally supported Iran is beneficial for everyone. However, before embracing all these beliefs, one crucial step is
to restore a nation of 86 million people and their wonderful country to the international community.

Iranians, seeking peace, will have exceptional relations with the entire world. I am confident that, in the event of the fall of the Islamic
regime, the people will first desire the restoration of Iran-Israel relations to a historic friendship. They strive for national stability, aiming
to show the world after 45 years that there's a vast difference between the Iranian people and the insane government of Ali Khamenei.

Iranians have beautiful aspirations. I encourage you to talk to them, ask about their wishes. They wish for a free, peace-loving Iran,
eager to be friends with all nations.

Is it time to contemplate a complete overthrow of the Islamic regime in Iran, replacing it with a democratic system chosen through
referendums? I hope the next article I write about Iran brings news of joy, happiness, and global well-being.
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